2010 Campus Map Attached and available at:
http://www.berkeley.edu/map/

General Driving Directions to the University of California Campus available at:
http://www.berkeley.edu/visitors/traveling.html

The Berkeley Microlab:
http://microlab.berkeley.edu/
- The Berkeley Microlab is located In Cory Hall. Microlab Office is 406 Cory Hall.
- Cory Hall is located at the North East Corner of Campus
  just West of the intersection of Hearst Avenue and Gayley Road.

Parking:
If your visit is unscheduled, you must first enter campus at the West Gate, check in with the
attendant at the parking kiosk, obtain a temporary (20min)parking permit, then exit campus
and proceed to the parking structure across the street from Cory Hall. After you enter Cory
Hall and meet with your defined point of contact, they will provide a regular permit.

If your visit was planned more than 1 week in advance, you should have received your permit
in the mail. In this case, a 20minute permit is not needed – just proceed directly to the
Parking Garage. If your visit is scheduled, but you did not receive a permit by mail, you may
call the Microlab office (642-2716) as you approach Cory Hall, a staff member will bring a
permit to you at the curb side ‘white zone’ in front of the building.

Driving Directions to the Berkeley Microlab and Parking:
From I-80: Exit University Avenue (Berkeley)
- Travel East on University Ave all the way to campus, approximately 1.5 miles
- University Ave ends at the UC campus where it intersects Oxford Avenue.
- Enter the University at the Oxford Street Entrance (West Gate) and check in with the
  attendant at the kiosk if you need a 20min temporary permit.
- Exit campus and return to Oxford Street.
- Turn right (North) onto Oxford Avenue.
- Travel on Oxford Ave. approximately 1/10 mile to second stop light.
- Turn right (East) onto Hearst Avenue
- Travel on Hearst Ave. approximately ½ mile to the third stop light.
Cory Hall is located on your right just prior to the 3rd stop light.
Upper Hearst Parking Garage with tennis court on top level is located on your left just prior to
3rd stop light.
- Enter Cory Hall from Hearst Avenue. Microlab Office is 406 Cory Hall.
Univ Ave from I-880

Parking kiosk. Only if 20min permit needed